Frequent Asked Questions
How to register a team

1.

Click on the registration button in the top right corner of the home page https://schools.jse.co.za.
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Frequent Asked Questions
How to register a team
2.

Select and confirm the details of your school.

3.

If your school does not reflect it means that it does
not exist on our database. Click on the “add
button” at the bottom.

7.

If someone else has already registered the teacher
from you school, you can find a teachers name in
the drop down menu.
When entering a username, remember that each
member of your team must have their own,
unique username.

8.
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4.
5.
6.

Complete all the details on the online form.
Enter a team name.
Enter the details of the teacher from your
school who will be “mentoring” you.

Frequent Asked Questions
How to register a team
9.
10.
11.
12.

When entering a password, please use a minimum 6 characters. Ensure that you make use of
alphabetcal letters, a number & a special character such as @#!$%^&* (eg. myword#1).
Select the game your team wishes to play - Income, Equity or Speculator. You have the option of playing more than
one game but you will have to pay for each of the extra games.
Once you have filled in all the details of your team click “Register Team”. If there are errors you will be notified of
what must be corrected.
Once you have successfully registered, you can immediately log in with the username and password you created
and start playing!

What is the FTSE/JSE Top 40 Index and FTSE/JSE
Allshare Index?
The FTSE/JSE Top 40 index consists of the 40 biggest
companies on the JSE. In the Income game you are only
able to buy from the companies in the top 40.
The FTSE/JSE All Share Index is roughly the top (+/- 140)
companies on the JSE and in the Equity game you only able
to buy from the companies in the FTSE/JSE All share Index.

In other words, you need to achieve actual growth from
buying and selling shares above R30 000. (R1 000 000 x
3%) and then maximise your income by earning interest on
your cash balance and receiving dividends from companies
that pay out dividends.

How do you calculate the actual growth in the
Income Game?
Cash + holdings - income = actual growth

How do you win the monthly Income Game?
Teams must protect their capital against inflation (3% for
the duration of the competition). In other words, you need
to achieve actual growth from buying and selling shares
above R5 000 (R1 000 000 x 3%/6) and then maximise
your income by earning interest on your cash balance and
receiving dividends from companies that pay out dividends.

Why do my trades not reflect in my portfolio immediately?
Trades placed before market close (17:00) will be
completed at the closing price on the day that they are
placed. Trades placed after market close will be completed
at the closing price on the following trading day.
How do you win the annual Income Game?
Teams must protect their capital against inflation (3% for
the duration of the competition).

How do you win the annual Equity or Speculator Game?
The highest growth percentage wins the competition.

How do you win the monthly Equity or Speculator Game?
The highest growth percentage wins the monthly
competition.
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Frequent Asked Questions
Why did I not receive dividends from a company I was holding on the last day to trade (LDT)?
If a distribution of dividends takes place after the closing date, that distribution will not be credited to the portfolio. In addition, if the
declaration of the dividend falls outside the Challenge start date that dividend will not be paid. If teams buy or sell shares on the LDT,
dividends will not be credited to the account. To receive dividends, your purchase must take place the day before the LDT.

Where can I get a list of warrants/shares I can trade?

1.

Click on “Trade” in the menu bar.

2.

Click on “Trade or Quote“.

3.

Then click “Show all” for shares and warrants.

What proportion of my portfolio can be warrants and what proportion can be shares?
For the equity and speculator game no more than 10% of the portfolio value may be held in any one company in the FTSE/JSE
Top40. No more than 5% of the portfolio value may be held any warrants, exchange traded products or other companies outside
the FTSE/ JSE Top40.
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Frequent Asked Questions

How do I place a trade to buy shares/warrants?
1.
If you would like to buy shares/warrants in companies, click on “Trade” and then “Trade or Quote” at the top.

2.

You can type the name of the company you want to buy in the box (under “Search”) and select shares or warrants.

3.

Then click “Quote” to get the current price which is in cents.

4.

Please note: you will get the closing price on the day
you placed the order and not the current price you
are being quoted.
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Frequent Asked Questions
5.

To trade click the “Trade” button to place your
order and then type in the number of shares/
warrants you would like to buy.

7.

You will then see a screen with all the costs
displayed. Click on “Confirm this order”.  
Please note: the costs are based on the
previous day’s closing price, but you will get the
current day’s closing price and the value will
be debited accordingly.

8.

6.

Tip: Don’t just guess, work it out. How much money
do you want to spend? Take the amount and
divide it by the share price in rands to get the
number of shares you should buy.

Your screen will display “Confirm This Order”. This is
confirmation your order has gone through.

How do I sell my shares?
1.
Click “Trade” at the top of the page bar.

2.
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Click “Trade or Quote”.

Frequent Asked Questions
3.

Type in the share code or the name of the company
you own. Alternatively click on “show all”.

4.

Click on “Trade”.

5.

The screen will display the “Max you own to sell”.

6.
7.
8.

Enter the number of shares you want to sell.
Click on “Place Sell Order”
Click on “Confirm this Trade”
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Frequent Asked Questions
How do I work out how many shares to buy?
1.
Check your available balance in the top right corner.
2.
Depending on which game you playing, you will subtract
a.
Maintain R400 000 cash balance if you are playing the Income Game;
b.
Maintain R250 000 cash balance if you are playing the Equity Game; or
c.
R0 from cash balance if you are playing the Speculator Game.
3.
The result will be the amount you can spend however in the equity and speculator game, you can’t spend more than 10% of
the portfolio value may be held in any one company in the FTSE/JSE Top40. No more than 5% of the portfolio value may be
held in any other instrument if you are playing the Equity or the Speculator Game. For the Income Game you don’t have a
restriction as to how much you can spend on one company.
4.
Take the amount you want to spend on a company and divide by the share price in rands. Always remember to convert the
share price in cents to rands for instance 35940c = R359.40.
What are wave or knockout warrants? (Spectator game only)
Wave and knockout warrants follow an index and work differently than normal vanilla warrants i.e. equity warrants.
You can identify a Standard Bank Knockout! Warrant thus: TOPSK (then a letter of the alphabet from A to O for call and from P to Z for
put) e.g. TOPSKA.
These warrants have a knockout level. Should the indices reach that level you are “knocked out” of your position and you lose
everything you put into the trade.
The closer these warrants get to the knock-out level, the higher geared they become and the bigger the risk is in trading them.
You can go long or short with them. If you buy a long contract, you are not expecting the contract to go below the strike level. If it
does you lose everything. If it goes up you should be making money.
If you buy a short contract it implies that you do not expect the contract to go above the strike level. If it does you lose everything.
If it goes down you should be making money.
How do I get exposure to indices?
You can buy any of the following to gain exposure to indices:
•
Exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
•
Barrier warrants
•
Wave warrants and knockout warrants
All warrants should have the letters TOP in the code name.
What is highest geared product that can be played in the challenge?
Knockout or wave warrants (see “What are wave or knockout warrants?” above).
How do I make money when shares are falling? (Spectator game only)
You can buy “put warrants”. To identify put warrants, look for a letter from P to Z at the end of the name of the warrant select the
instrument and then click “Place sell order”.
Warrants:
AGLSBA (last letter A-O = calls)
AGLSBP (last letter P-Z = puts)
How are dividends treated with regard to warrants?
You will receive no dividends paid on the underlying shares. However, the dividend stream is priced into the warrants, so that warrant
holders aren’t prejudiced in holding warrants over ex-dividend dates.
Why has my trade failed based on volume?
Teams will only be permitted to purchase or sell securities equivalent to 5% (five per cent) of the actual number of securities traded
on the JSE during any Trading Day. Any orders that exceed this limitation will be only partially filled. If no securities are traded on that
trading day, the order will be automatically rejected. Trades not executed for any reason at the end of the day for which the trade was
requested, will be cancelled.
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Frequent Asked Questions
How do I select a warrant? (Spectator game only)
Here is a tip by Simon Brown from www.JustOneLap.com on his selection criteria:
•
More than 90 days till expiry
•
Strike price within 15% of current underlying share price
•
Warrant price greater than 20c
What does it mean when it says “All your entries have been suspended. Please contact an administrator
to amend the problem”?
An account may be suspended if the JSE has not received the proof of payment by email or the team has not paid the entry
fee of R120.00 within 30 (thirty) days of registering. To be reinstated your team must send proof of payment
to schoolsc@jse.co.za.
Where can I find company charts/graphs?
1.
In the search block type the code of the share you would like see and click on “chart”.

Useful information
How the trade in shares started?
Companies began issuing shares to the public during the industrial revolution. At that time, technology took great strides
forward and it became possible to undertake huge projects such as building railroads across America. These large projects
could not be financed or managed easily within the organisations which existed at that time (sole traders, partnerships and
guilds). A new type of organisation had to be found which could access the savings of the public at large. One person or even a
group of partners were not able to finance large corporations. The finance had to come from many people.
Most of these people would not have been willing to put their money into such an organisation if they had to be involved in its
management, or if they were responsible for its debts. To avoid these problems, companies had to become ‘people’ in their own
right so they would then be responsible for their own debts and their own management. Thus the concept of a ‘legal persona’
evolved, which refers to an organisation having rights and obligations in the same way as a natural person.
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Useful information

Imagine the chaos that would occur for all Anglo American shareholders if they were involved in its management? And would you
be prepared to buy shares in Anglo American if buying those shares meant that you become fully responsible for all the company’s
debts? This is why companies are treated as separate persons by law, totally responsible for their own debts and their own management. If it were not for this structure, nobody would risk helping companies to raise the capital they need for their extensive operations. It’s easy to see why people are more willing to invest in companies. The financing of a company is thus broken down into small
parts called shares.
Shares exist for two reasons:
1.
Their primary function is to raise capital by offering investors a portion of the company’s future profits (or losses) in return
for their purchase of the shares.
2.

Their secondary function is to retain a negotiable value that is dependent on the perception other people have of the profits
that company is likely to make.
Shares in public listed companies are traded on a securities exchange, which is the marketplace where buyers
and sellers are matched.

Authorised and issued share capital
When a company is formed, the founders have to decide how much money (capital) they will need to get the company going. For
example, they may decide that they need R1 million. The founders themselves may be able to come up with only half this amount and
then decide to raise the other half by offering shares to the public through a company structure. Before such an offer can be made, the
founders must approach the Registrar of Companies to obtain permission to offer shares to the public. Usually the company will ask
for permission to raise more money than they actually need. So if R1 million shares then become the company’s authorised capital,
and they are successful in selling one million shares, these then become their ‘issued capital’. If you visit any of the JSE Investment
Challenge websites you will find the authorised and issued capital for each company. Whenever a listed company issues shares to
the public, it is required by the Companies Act to publish a ‘prospectus’. This is a lengthy document setting out the business of the
company, the amount it is seeking to raise, the purpose for which the new funds are required and many other details. You will often
see summaries of a prospectus published in the newspapers.
What does it mean to buy a share?
When you buy shares, you are buying:
1.
The right to attend and vote at general meetings of the company.
2.
The right to receive the annual and interim reports of the company.
3.
A share of the profit of the company, which is called a ‘dividend’.
4.
The right to get a return for your share of the underlying assets if the company ceases operating.
Of all of these factors, the third is usually the most important when selecting a share. It is the expectation of the future profitability of
the company, which, more than anything else, determines the price of a share. If the shares are listed on the JSE, you can buy and sell
them through a member of the JSE (stockbroker) whenever you wish, subject only to there being a willing buyer or seller at the price
at which you want to deal. It is important to distinguish between public (listed) and private (unlisted) companies. A private unlisted
company is precluded from offering its shares or debt securities to the general public and cannot have more than 50 shareholders.
A public listed company may raise capital by offering shares to the public and must have a minimum of seven shareholders but may
have as many shareholders as it wants. Private (unlisted) companies have to have ‘(Pty)’ in their names as well as the ‘Ltd’, which
shows that they have limited liability. Public listed companies only have ‘Ltd’ in their names.
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Useful information

When reading through American literature, you will find that what we call ‘shares’, they call ‘stock’ or ‘common stock’. In South Africa,
however, the word ‘stock’ usually refers to bonds and semi-bonds, hence the terms ‘stocks and shares’. The term securities refer to
the various types of equities and debt, which may be used by firms to raise capital. Another name for ordinary shares is ‘equities’,
which indicates that owning an ordinary share involves you in both the risks and the profits of the company.
Earnings
When assessing whether a share is cheap or expensive, the first thing that the investor should ask is: “How profitable is the company?” This question is really the beginning of what analysts call ‘fundamental analysis’. In fundamental analysis you strive to find out
as much about the future prospects of the company as you can. The best place to begin is with the company’s actual profit in relation
to its current share price. In the share market, profits are called ‘earnings’ and the profitability of a company is normally expressed as
‘earnings per share’ or ‘EPS’. Earnings per share is an extremely important ratio. Earnings per share is simply calculated as the after
tax profits of the company divided by the number of shares in issue:
For example, if a certain share has earnings per share of 200 cents and is currently trading in the share market for 1000 cents, then its
earnings yield will be 20%.
Price/earnings ratio
The PE ratio is the reciprocal of the earnings yield and is calculated by dividing the share price by the earnings per share – in our
example this would be 1000 divided by 200, which is 5:1, although usually only the first part of the ratio is quoted.
Dividend yield
The dividend yield is similar to the earnings yield except that it is calculated by expressing the dividends per share as a percentage of
the share price.
These ratios are used to highlight the return on your investment in relation to what the share is currently trading at. It also gives you
the start of a comparison between shares to show whether they are cheap or expensive in relation to one another or the average of
the industry. Such ratios have their limitations and they may give an incomplete or unfair picture of the company. The ratios or yield
percentages may be based on earnings and dividends which are often months out of date – because they have been taken from the
most recently available set of financial statements.
You should realise that the financial statements may only be published two or three months after the end of the company’s financial
year or interim reporting period so that the earnings per share may reflect profits made a year ago. Most analysts use the Price Earnings (PE) ratio because the dividend yield does not take into account the different dividend cover policies. You must be very careful
when you use the PE ratio to compare different companies. Where two companies have different financial year-ends, you may be
comparing the PE ratio of a company that has already published increased profits with that of a company which is just about to publish increased profits.
The different financial year-ends are particularly important in companies that are greatly affected by the business cycle – such as
those in the building and construction or motor industries. On the other hand, companies with very low PE ratios are generally the
blue chip companies. These shares are favourites with institutions and are often over-priced in relation to their profits. Quality can
be expensive and poor shares can be cheap – your objective is to find and buy shares when they are cheap and sell them when they
are expensive. Given a share price and the PE ratio or dividend yield, you can then work backwards to find the earnings per share or
dividend per share, which should tie up with the figures given in your newspaper.

The newspaper uses the most recent earnings figures so when a company publishes its interim profit, the earnings will be calculated
by adding this to the earnings of the last six months of the previous financial year. In other words, earnings from the last two sixmonth periods are used regardless of whether they constitute a complete financial year or not. If the figures do not match, you have
either made a mistake or you are using a different figure, probably for a different period.      
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Useful information

Discounting
In many ways, the dividend paid by a company is similar to the interest one receives on a bank deposit. This may cause you to question why you should invest in a company with a dividend yield of 4% rather than putting your money in a bank and getting 8% or more.
The difference is that in a healthy, growing company the dividend should increase by at least the inflation rate and, hopefully, faster.
This means that if you hold on to a share for any length of time, within a few years the dividend return on the price you paid for the
share should increase beyond the current bank rate. In securities market jargon, you have discounted the future earnings of the company into the current price of the share. The more solid and stable the company the further into the future the market is prepared to
discount future earnings.
This explains why a blue chip company like Company Y trades at a 2% dividend yield. We would say that Company Y has been accorded a very high market rating. For example, early in 1988 you could have bought Company Y shares for R10,00. For argument’s sake,
let’s say that last year you received a dividend of R0,32. This would mean that you received a dividend which is 3,2% of the price paid
for the shares.
Dividends
Once you have established a fair picture of the company’s earnings per share, another question that you will ask yourself is “Does the
company pay dividends or retain its earnings”?
Preference share dividends:
Preference shares, as the name implies, are shares that have first preference when dividends are being distributed. Dividends on preference shares are normally a fixed amount determined as a percentage of the issue price or, as has become more common, as a fixed
amount in terms of cents per share. Sometimes the company will have participating preference shares, which, as the name implies,
participate in the profits of the company. This means that when the profits of the company increase, the dividend on participating
‘prefs’ does likewise and vice versa. It is common practice for participating preference dividends to have a fixed element and a variable element. The variable element fluctuates with the profitability of the company and, more particularly, with the ordinary dividend.
Ordinary share dividends:
Dividends on ordinary shares are usually paid out of current profits of the company. This usually means that unless the company
makes a profit, no ordinary dividend will likely be paid for that period.
Interims, finals and important dates
It is common practice for companies to pay dividends twice a year. The first dividend is known as the interim and corresponds with
the company’s half year, and the second is the final dividend which corresponds with the company’s year-end. The total dividend is
the sum of the interim and the final dividends in any particular financial year. From time to time, companies pay special dividends
when they find that they have more cash on hand than they need for their ongoing business. Each dividend has five important dates
associated with it:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The ‘Date of Declaration’ – when shareholders are told by the company’s directors how much the dividend will be.
The ‘Last Day to Trade’ or LDT – the day on which you must own the shares at the close in order to receive the dividend
(when you bought the shares is not important). Up until the LDT the share is described as ‘cum’ dividend (i.e. ‘with’ the
dividend), which indicates that holders qualify for a pending dividend pay-out.
The ‘First Trading Day’ after the last day to trade – the first day on which the shares trade ‘ex dividend (i.e. without
dividend)’. On this day the price normally drops by the amount of the dividend because people buying on this day will have to
wait at least six months for the next dividend.
The ‘Payment Date’ – the day on which dividend payments are credited to the shareholders or cheques are posted to them.
You will find each company’s most recent LDTs and payment dates for both interim and final dividends in any of the
available handbooks, Corporate Actions Schedule or the JSE Monthly Bulletin.

Dividend cover and retained income
Dividends are normally only a portion of the earnings of a company. The earnings may be two to three times the amount paid out in
dividends and one wonders what happens to what is left? The answer is simple: the amount left is known as ‘retained income’. This
ensures that the company has the resources to expand and build up the business. Typically, the higher the level of retained income,
the faster the growth of the company. The actual level of retained income depends on the dividend policy set out by directors of the
company, which is normally set out in the annual report.
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Useful information

Dividend cover and retained income
This policy can be measured by calculating the company’s dividend cover, which is the number of times that the dividend could have
been taken out of earnings. Dividend policies vary considerably from company to company. Some companies pay out very little (10%
or less) and a company which is doing badly or financing a new project may adopt a policy of not paying out any dividends. Other
companies pay out 100% of the profits or, by drawing on the profits of previous years, more than 100%. When assessing this you must
remember that the profits that a company has made are often tied up in shares or debtors, and there may not be cash available to pay
out a dividend.
Earnings relationships
The term ‘earnings yield’ can be loosely compared to the interest rate that you receive on your bank deposits. It is calculated by expressing the earnings per share as a percentage of the current share price.
Net worth
Another commonly used measure of a company is its nett worth, also often called its net asset value or book value. This is calculated
by taking the total assets of the company, subtracting the total liabilities and dividing the result by the number of issued ordinary
shares. Net worth is expressed as the number of cents per share and gives an indication of the underlying assets per share of a company. At best it can only give an indication because company accounts tend to be based on historical information, which is often out
of date. For example, if a company bought a property 20 years ago, that property is going to be worth more today than
when it was bought.
The book value of an asset is the value which has been given in the company’s books of account. Many companies show their assets
at cost in the financial statements and you often have to adjust for their true up-to-date value. You will not find the listed investments
of the companies in your handbook and you will need to get a copy of the company’s annual financial statements, usually available
from its registered office company website. The listed investments will be detailed in the notes to the balance sheet. It is useful to
compare a company’s net worth with its current share price. If the share price is much higher than the net worth, investors are generally expecting good profits in the future and are therefore prepared to pay more for the share than its value on paper. Conversely,
where the company’s shares are well below their net worth, this has either been eroded since the latest financial statements published on the shares, or are basically undervalued and may be a good take-over prospect. The earnings per share can be compared to
the net worth to ascertain how profitable the company is. The higher the ratio of earnings per share to net assets, the more profitable
the company tends to be and vice versa. This is not an all-embracing measure but will give you some idea of the relationship between
earnings and assets.
Typically, when seeking growth opportunities, you should look for a company which has a relatively high ratio between earnings and
net worth. It is also important to look at a company’s track record when making an assessment of it and for this purpose you should
look at the handbook if you do not have a more detailed record available. The handbook shows the net worth of a share over the past
five years. You will find the address details of the company’s registered office or website in it if you want to get a copy of the latest
financial statement.
These are the things you should look for, in particular:
1.
The rate of increase in earnings per share and the dividend per share, remembering to adjust for the inflation rate;
2.
Note whether the EPS or DPS has fallen. Assess whether the ratio between earnings per share and net asset value per share
has been increasing or decreasing and, if so, whether this has been purely as a result of a business cycle or as a result of a
change in the underlying profitability of the business;
3.
Whether there have been any major changes in the balance sheet or in the operations of the company in this period;
4.
Look at what has been happening to the dividend cover. A rising dividend cover usually indicates a company which is hungry
for cash because it is ploughing more of each year’s profit back into the business rather than distributing it to the
shareholders as dividends. This tends to be a good sign if it is accompanied by relatively high or increasing earnings
in relation to net assets. However, if it is accompanied by a decreasing return on net assets, particularly if this is not
really as a result of a slide in the economy, it is a bad sign.
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Basic investment principles

Market cycles
You will have noticed ups and downs, or booms and busts, in the economy. These are also reflected in the share market by movements in share prices. These movements are called trends if they persist for any length of time. As early as 1900, Charles Dow observed that they fell into three broad categories:
•
•
•

Primary trends which last between two and five years;
Secondary trends which are between three and nine months;
So-called daily fluctuations, which can be anything from a few minutes to two weeks. Primary upward trends are known
as bull trends and primary downward trends are called bear trends. If the share moves up for a while during a bear trend,
we call this a rally, and if it moves down during a bull trend it is called a correction. Your aim, therefore, is to exploit these
movements in share prices to your own advantage and to sell them when they are high. Remember good quality shares
(i.e. Blue chips) can be expensive and poor quality shares are sometimes cheap.

Market sentiment
Sentiment is how investors, as a group, feel about a share of the market as a whole. Sentiment has an exaggerating effect on the
movement of share prices, causing them to swing well above and below the share’s real value. These swings can sometimes be so
strong that they cancel out the effect of a minor cycle. Be particularly aware of sentiment at turning points or at times of uncertainty
in the market. To see cycles and trends, you will need to keep some charts of the FTSE/JSE indices and the shares which interest you.
Quality
Your best investments will generally be in good quality shares. These shares are known as blue chips. These are generally well known
names such as the large four banks, Naspers, etc. Look for good management, profit growth, a strong asset backing and conservative
accounting.

Ground rules

At this stage you need to know about the ground rules governing investment. The following points will be of assistance to you. Refer
to them frequently and ask yourself whether your actions conform to them.
Things you should do
1.
Keep your eyes open. Look at what is going on around you – indications of how the economy is doing.
2.
Keep in touch with your investments through the internet, newspapers and business publications. Remember that you can’t
hit the ball unless you are watching it!
3.
Allocate a particular task to each team member, e.g. reading all the financial newspapers, scanning each of the weekly
financial magazines, keeping a file of interesting information on likely investment opportunities for future reference
purposes, etc. Encourage regular meetings with report backs by team members in their area of responsibility.
4.
Spend a set amount of time on your investments each day. Get into the investment habit.
5.
Learn as much as possible about investment. You will never know it all, so keep studying. Everything is relevant. The share
market is the world’s greatest leveller – it has the ability to make the cleverest of us look foolish.
6.
Treat your investment seriously, but not too seriously.
7.
Become a specialist in about 15 shares and behave like a detective – dig and uncover as much as possible about them,
anything could be important. These 15 will not always be the same shares but will change as the overall position
of the market changes.
8.
Concentrate on how you are spending your investment time. Remember that your time is your most important asset,
not money, because how you spend your time will determine how you spend your money.
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Ground rules

Things you shouldn’t do
1.
Don’t buy shares on tips, unless you have thoroughly researched the share and would have bought it even without the tip.
2.
Don’t aim too high at first. Accumulate wealth by steady, careful investment.
3.
Don’t get excited when you are making money and despondent when you are losing. Your emotions are your worst
enemy in the market.
4.
Don’t buy a share without knowing exactly why. Write down your reasons so that you can review them with the
advantage of hindsight.
“As long as you enjoy investing, you’ll be willing to do the homework and stay in the game.” - Jim Cramer
Contact us
JSE Investment Challenge coordinators: Desiree Campbell / Ralph Speirs
Telephone: (011) 520 7344 or (011) 520 7129
Email: schools@jse.co.za Web: https://schools.jse.co.za
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Telephone
Desiree Campbell: (011) 520 7344 or
Ralph Speirs: (011) 520 7129
Email
schools@jse.co.za

Disclaimer:
This document is intended to provide general information regarding the JSE Limited and its affiliates and subsidiaries (“JSE”) and its
products and services, and is not intended to, nor does it, constitute investment or other professional advice. It is prudent to consult
professional advisers before making any investment decision or taking any action which might affect your personal finances or
business. The JSE does not, whether expressly, tacitly or implicitly, represent, warrant or in any way guarantee the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement, or other data and information contained in, displayed on, linked to or distributed through this
document. All information as set out in this document is provided for information purposes only and no responsibility or liability of
any kind or nature, howsoever arising (including in negligence), will be accepted by the JSE, its officers, employees and agents for any
errors contained in, or for any loss arising from use of, or reliance on this document. Except as is otherwise indicated, the JSE is the
owner of the copyright in all the information featured in this document and of all related intellectual property rights, including but not
limited to all trademarks,. No part of this document may be copied, reproduced, amended or transmitted in any way without the prior
written consent of the JSE. © 2022 JSE Limited. All rights reserved.

